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UKESM2

SI3

Underlying physical model 

UKESM1 HadGEM3-GC3.1

UKESM1.1 UKESM1 ++

UKESM2 HadGEM3-GC5

Resolutions

Standard N95L85-ORCA1

Hybrid Atmos:N216           N96 UKCA

Ocean: 0.25deg          1 deg MEDUSA

FAST N48L85 (No Chemistry)
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UKESM2 timelines

• HadGEM3-GC5 will be the last UM based climate configuration and is in the process of being frozen.

• Ongoing activities: 

• Developing and evaluating a GC5 N96ORCA1 configuration – piControl – NOW RUNNING

• Contribute to GC5 assessment (which now includes historical and piControl and basic ERF experiments) 

• Building GC5-ES prototype. Adding in ES components as defined in UKESM1.1. Set up piControl..

• Summer 2022: Start incorporating first round of science changes

Development timescale: 2022 to late 2024
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Development and freeze of GC5
Includes major changes to convection, large-scale cloud, sea-ice, ocean mixing. Moderate 

changes to many physics schemes. Implements all physical model updates from UKESM1.1 

(SO2 dry deposition). Hope to move to Gregorian Calendar.

Impact on Precipitation biases 
vs. GA7.1

• Reduced spatial error in 
precipitation

• Shift from ocean to land

• Reduced dry bias:

• India

• Maritime continent

• Sahel
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Performance of GC5/GAL9 vs GA7.1

Too-dark stratocumulus error is significantly improved

SW Cloud Forcing
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Proto-GC5 N96ORCA1:
Pre-industrial spin-down

Pre-industrial spin-down at 1850 conditions 

Updated some of the CMIP6 pre-industrial ancillaries

Start from ocean climatology: EN4 (1950-1954)

Several bug fixes in NEMO

We’re running the latest version at #577.10.1 and UM12.2, like 
N216ORCA025

TOA radiation tuning necessary: discrepancy with N216ORCA025

Subsurface ocean warm bias persists 

https://code.metoffice.gov.uk/trac/UKESM/ticket/828

https://code.metoffice.gov.uk/trac/UKESM/ticket/828
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TOA radiation and GSAT

• TOA net radiation 

• Around 0.8 W/m2 for present-day

• Still adjusting for PI
Arctic 

Antarctic 

Multidecadal variability in sea ice fraction, more 
so in the Southern Ocean

GSAT



Subsurface warm bias in 
PI (year 50 to 70)

The warm bias is strongest between ~100m and ~500m depth in the 
tropical Atlantic

Present in the tropical Indian Ocean too, but not in the tropical Pacific

The warm bias forms already in the first year of the simulation

Meridional cross-section, 20N to 20S averaged

Atlantic Indian Pacific
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WP5
E.g. Wildfires, AQ, GMSLR,
Water resources & Marine 

ecosystems 

UKESM2 planned developments

Planned main developments key to success of science WPs 
and planned simulations:

WP2
• Emission-driven CH4

• Nitrate aerosol

• Improved simulation of Ozone

WP3
• Emission-driven CO2 and 

CH4 in standard config

• Interactive fire  

• Thermal acclimation

• Permafrost physics

• Improved marine C cycling

WP4
• Interactive ice sheets for 

Greenland and Antarctica w/ 

flexible LSM

• Permafrost

• Interactive Fire

• Thermal acclimation

WP1
• Delivery of UKESM2 and 

associated simulations
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UKESM2 science

Interactive Fire using INFERNO

Enabling important fire-composition-climate as 

well as fire-vegetation feedbacks

Figures: Teixeira et al. 2021. Coupling interactive fire with atmospheric composition and 

climate in the UK Earth System Model, Geosci. Model Dev., https://doi.org/10.5194/gmd-14-

6515-2021 

GFEDv4 UKESM+INFERNO

Burnt Area (%)

Improving the stratospheric 
ozone bias in UKESM

Keeble et al. in prep

UKESM1 sits outside the CMIP6 MMM. A 

number of updates to the UKCA chemistry 

significantly improves this bias – benefits for 

strat ozone trends, composition, circulation and 

RF

UKESM1
UKESM1+UKCA 
updates
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UKESM2 science

Total ice sheet
Greenland
Antarctic
Antarctic mass lost including
floating ice shelves)
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Surface and basal mass balance of AIS in 
2100

Surface mass balance of GrIS in 2100

Enabling sea level rise projections 
in UKESM

Investigation of tipping points

Folberth et al. , Description and Evaluation of an Emission-Driven and Fully 
Coupled Methane Cycle in UKESM, submitted

Smith et al., “Coupling the U.K. Earth System Model to dynamic models of the Greenland and 
Antarctic ice sheets”, J. Adv. Model. Earth Sys., 2021, https://doi.org/10.1029/2021MS002520

CH4 emission driven capability UKESM1-ice Antarctica SSP5-8.5ext

m/yr

Enabling important CH4 Earth 
System couplings with eg: 
natural wetlands and 
atmospheric chemistry.

Enables investigation of 
impacts of COP26 CH4 
pledges. 

Clear inter-hemispheric 

gradient in surface mean CH4

anomalies in emission driven 
configuration.
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Summary

• Work has begun on UKESM2 model development.

• UKESM2 will be built on top of the latest HadGEM3-GC5 climate configuration.

• Resolution will remain the same as UKESM1 with Hybrid resolution and FAST configurations also 

being developed/finalised during project lifetime.

• GC5 is expected to be frozen imminently with #577.10.1 the preferred release candidate.

• Model has improved biases in a number of key physical climate variables. No large change expected 

in ECS. We aim to incorporate developments from Historical PEG activities/GC5-Climate work later in 

the development cycle.

• Radiation balance tuning required for N96ORCA1, pre-industrial spin-down now running. Large 

subsurface warm bias in the ocean.

• Work ongoing to develop GC5-ESM proto.

• UKESM2 is expected to be delivered by the end of 2024.

• Key science developments include interactive Fire, Ice Sheets, emission driven CO2 and CH4, nitrate 

aerosol, improvements to terrestrial and ocean carbon cycles – these developments are important to 

achieve TerraFirma science goals.


